june 2018

WORLD
ENVIRONMENT
DAY

World Environment Day (WED) occurs on the 5th of June every year, and is the United
Nation's principal vehicle for encouraging awareness and action for the protection of our
environment. First held in 1974, it has been a flagship campaign for raising awareness on
emerging environmental issues from marine pollution, human overpopulation, and global
warming, to sustainable consumption and wildlife crime. WED has grown to become a global
platform for public outreach, with participation from over 143 countries annually. Each year,
WED has a new theme that major corporations, NGOs, communities, governments and
celebrities worldwide adopt to advocate environmental causes.

COMMERCE STUDENT
UNION
Its our responsible for protecting our society because now a
days our society is polluted so CSU plan to protect our
society. We planned some plantation and social awareness
activities in the school level. Our aim was plant trees in
school boundaries and make some awareness in the
students. They sure convey this message to their family.
family also participating tree plantation then society will
follow and country will follow.

J/MUTHUTHAMBY
MAHA
VIDYALAYAM

J/PAREMESWARA
VIDYALAYAM

Muthuthamphy has grade 1 to 12(
arts and commerce).CSU provide
25 trees to Muthuthambhy
College. They also have
enviromental group which has
the responsible for cleaning
environment and pouring water
to plants. So we are proud to
donate 25 mango tress to this
school. We believe they will take
care about our trees and all the
plants in the school

J/THURAIYAPPA
MAHA VIDYALAYAM

Paremeswaran College is a primary school it also located in the Jaffna. Its
small school but its environment fully cover with some trees and some
area has space. So we decide to fill that space with some big trees and they
also like some seeds. In the environment day our CSU members went there
and did some ground clean activity and did plantation project.

its located in the
colmbuthurai
jaffna its has grade 1 to
O level. We provide
4 trees to
this school.

J/MEESALAI
VEERASINGAM
MAHA VIDYALAYAM
This also primary school Which is located in the Southern part of Jaffna.
We provide 5 mango trees to this school.

CSU

J/MUTHUTHAMPHY
MAHA
VIDIYALAYAM
ENVIRONMENT DAY

click of the
movements

J/PAREMESWARA
VIDYALAYAM
Tree plantation project by CSU

PICS OF THAT EVENT

CSU members
Plant trees in Paremeswara school soil

ENVIRONMENT DAY
“The creation of a thousand forests is in one acorn.”

SCHOOL SIRAMADANA
PROJECT
at parameswara vidyalayam
Our CSU committee and students actively participated in the school
boundary clean for the tree plantation project. And school kids also joined
with us. The school kids were very active in the cleanning process

“The purpose of life is not to be happy. It is to be
useful, to be honorable, to be compassionate, to
have it make some difference that you have lived
and lived well.” “No one has ever become poor by
giving.”

MAYALAYIDIV
AHAM APPAYIARUHT/J

J/MEESALAI VEERASINGAM
MAHA
VIDYALAYAM

Our committee provide
trees to the students

COMMERCE
STUDENT UNION

Our members with school
principal and students
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VISIT TO “VAALVAGAM”
Visually Impaired Children Home for Hope

"As the Commerce Students Union 2018 we engaged in different social activities throughout our period of work. The first
activity we engaged was the visit to “Vaalvagam”.
Ths home is located near Chunnakam and about 50 members from the CSU get together for this work. As we just enter
the place we were impressed by seeing the principle of the home who also visually disable but doing every work on his
own same as a person who can see well.
After explaining the aim of this visit then we were taken to the main hall were the children were ready to meet us. It
makes our eyes wet when we see the beautiful girls and handsome boys sitting nicely in the hall. They warmly welcome
us.
We talk with them and listen to their sweet voices when they sing for us and then our bothers started singing and dancing
with them. Really they were very happy to be with us and it was an unforgettable day for all of us.
It was an entertaining day for them and the committee serve them with soft drinks and snacks.
A donation was done by the committee to the “Vaalvagam” in order to help them in their financial position.
Another special thing happened in the day was we plant some trees in the premises of the “Vaalvagam” for them to
remember us for a long time.
At the end we left the place with hope of going again and with a wish in our hearts for them all “Best of luck for all of
them to win their lives”

BUIZZ
COMPETITION
The limit is not
in the sky
The limit is in
the mind.
The CSU organized a business quiz competition in the period of
their union in order to encourage the advanced Level Students of
the leading schools of Jaffna.
This was held on 7th July 2018 at the new commerce hall. 8
schools participated in this competition which had 4 members
each. The runner up was Jaffna Holy Family Convent and the
Champion were Kokuvil Hindu College.
The business quiz competition was successfully completed by
the CSU in the present of the dean faculty of management
studies and commerce and the senior treasurer of CSU and the
other lecturers of the department of commerce.
The first round was held between the schools and then selected
4 school teams for the semifinal round. Then the final round
between Jaffna Holy Family Convent and Kokuvil Hindu College.
A special thing happened in this competition was the best
performer was a very talented girl from Jaffna Hindu College
who answered so many questions when she was in the
auditorium.
We as the CSU get together and made very standard questions
which will suit the A/L students and they were inspected by the
lecturers of the department. A very good coordination was there
when we raise the questions to the students and the time
management and the judging was done the Dean, the faculty of
Management Studies and Commerce and the Senior Treasurer,
lecturer of the Department of Commerce.

business quiz competition

JUNE, 2018

Thank is a small
word
Thank our department head
Mr.B.Prahalathan sir and our senior
treasure Mr.N.Umakanth sir to give
permission to participated that event.
Thank you so much and also
Mr.R.Kajanthan sir and
Mr.N.Umanakenan sir ,you are always
encouraged us.
Commerce Student Union
University of Jaffna
"IT WILL RESULT IN FAILURE, IF THE LEADER DOES WHAT HE
SHOULD NOT OR DOES WHAT HE SHOULD NOT" THIRUKKURAL 466
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